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the CDVM d.c.-d.c. converter uffera a better com-
binatimt of efficiency and weight, compared to
conventional power processing, and also lies the
capability of a wide range of weight and effi-
ciency to fit a given application.

Ibis paper presents an analytical and experi-
mental study of a capacitor-diodevoltage multi-
pilot without a transformer which offers the poa-
sibility of high efficiency with light weight.
D,c.-d.c, conversion efficiencies of about 94 per-
cent were t"hlwed at output powers of 150 watts
at 1000 volts using Bx multiplication. A detailed
identification of losses was made, including for-
ward drop losses in component, switching lossea,
reverse junction rupacitance charging losses, and
charging losses in the main ladder capacitors.

IN'TRODUCT'ION

Power proceeding equipment uaed in space
flight applications should be lightweight, and
have the ability to deliver a wide range of output
power while nmintaining a high efficiency. Pres-
ently available equipment, which typically is a
d.c.-d.c. converter including a transistor chopper
with a transformer for voltage transformation,
does not completely meet these requirements. Sys-
raw with high efficiency (90 to 95 percent) can
be designed and built, but the total system weight.
is substantially higher than desired. The Volta,-
multiplier concept, which uses capacitors and
diodes for voltage trunsformr tion, appears at-
tractive as an alternative.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL

Figure 1 ahowu a circuit diagram of the ex-
purimental CDVM converter used to obtain the data
in this report. The converter consists of a
transistor chopper (driven at 70 kHz) connected
directly into a voltage multiplier with N - R.
No transformer is required, which is a major ad-
vantage from a weight, cost, and efficiency stand-
point. Two d.c. power supplies were used in the
experimental setup for versatil--ty and conveni-
once. Una supply could be used (with a voltage of
2 Vi) without affecting the converter performance.
The nominal output voltage of the experimental
rodol was 1000 volts with the input power supplies
at +130 volts and -13U volts.

LOSSES AND UPICIENCY

The trndeoff between efficiency, weight, and
output power in the CDVM converter can be deter-
mined from a study of the lossesinvolved in the
system. These losuca along with approximate ex-
pressions for their value, are listed in ten cate-
gories. Tlaey are:

n
t+0

W

This paper extends the concept of the tran-
sistor chopper driven capacitor diode voltage mul-
tiplier (CDVM) d.c.-d.c. converter (Refs. 1 to 4)
to a wide range of weights, efficiencies, and out-
put power by exploring the tradeoffs between the
CDVM converter design parameters. nau Snvustiga-
tion indicates that it is passible to design
either a very lightweight converter with somewhat
reduced efficiency, a very high efficiency con-
verter with a somewhat increased weight, or an in-
between converter where the efficiency and weight
can be tailored to a given application.

A 100-watt, 1000-volt experimental model with
a chapping frequency of 7U kHz was used for all
testing. Efficiencies as high as 94 1 percent were

attained at 100 watts output with a component

weight of about 2 kg/kW and a 92-1, 
percent effi-

ciency at a component weight of 1 kg/kW. Thus

(1) Capacitance charging losses (Ref. 5) in
the voltage multiplier capacitors while the diodes
are conducting. This includes series resistance
losses in the leads, and in the equivalent series
resistance of the capacitors. It is treated in
detail in Ref. 5 and will not be derived here.
Both losses in charging,a capacitor from another
capacitor, and in charging a capacitor from u
power source are included as appropriate. Stray
series inductance is ignored in this treatment.
The expresuion for this loss (Pl) for a voltage
multiplier with N diodes and N capacitors, a
load current il, and unit capacitors C u oper-
ated at a frequency f is

iLN N2 + 2

P1	 12fCU	 (1)

(2) Charging losses of the reverse biaoad



junction capacitance of the CUVM diodes during the
time whoa tea diodes are not conducting. This
loss (P2) is gluon by

	

P 2 - 4NCURVif	 (2)

whera CUR is the junction capacitance of cacti
diode in the voltage multiplier. As the diode
junction begins to block where the input voltage
swings from +Vi to -Vi or vice verse, the
diode voltage changes from about a volt in the
forward direction to 2VI in the reverse. The
charge taken from the capacitors Cu and tine
voltage sources to charge CUR to 2VI is then
2CURVi, Since the battery and/or capacitors sup-
ply the charge at a voltage 2V I , the amount of
energy used in this junction capacitance charging
in 4CURVj per diode. The regal energy lose for
the N diodes 1s then 4CURNVf for cacti
cycle, which occurs f times per second. The
power oss due to this cause is therefore
4CURNV I.

(3) Charging losses of tine chopping tran-
sistor junction capacitance (output capacitance)
during the transistor "off" period. This lone
(P3) is given by

	

P3 . Be, V2 f	 (3)

It is similar to P 2 . The ;anetion capacitance
CTR of the individual transistor is charged to
2VI each cycle, with a consequent energy loss of
46,Nvj. Since there are two transistors operating
at a frequency f, the total power loss is ao
given in Eq. (3).

(4) Forward conduction Issues of talk CUVM
diodes. This loss is due to the forward voltage
drop across the diodes during their "on" time.
This power logo (P4) in therefore

	

P4 . NVD I.	 (4)

since the average• diode current must be equal (ig-
noring leakages) to the load current. VUF, the
forward drop of the conducting diode varies some
what with loud current, but was taken as a con-
stant for this treatment. The factor N enters
because there are N diodes, each of which must
curry tine load current iL as an average current.

(5) Transistor forward conduction losses in
the transistor chopper. As in the caue of the
diode, this is due to the saturation voltage
across the transistors during the conduction
cycle. This power loss (P5) is given by

	

P5 . 2VTFN'L	(5)

where VTF is the forward conduction drop of the
transistor. The number of diodes enter because
the transistor current is Nib, neglecting second
order effects, and the factor of 2 is needed be-
cause two transistors are used.
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(6) Reverse bias d,c. leakage louses in the
CUVM diodes cauead by reverood current flow while
the diodes are urf. 'lbia power lose (P6) 1s given
by

	

P6 . 2v iiURN	 (6)

and In due to the use of N diodes, charged to a
voltage 2VI , wfth a leakage current 1 U . For
good diodes, the leakage current is in the micro-
ampere range, on that P6 is usually negligible
compared to Other lesson.

(7) U.c. leakage louses of the translators
In the "off" state. This loss is comparable to
1-6 for the diodes, The expression for it 18

P7 . 2V
i iT,UFF	 (7)

where IT OFF is the residual current flowing
through the transistor when it is off. This cur-
rent is of the order of milliamperes so that P7
cannot be Ignored as 116 was. Again, the factor

of 2 is necessary because the chopper has two
transistors.

(8) Transistor base drive losses, This is
about 1 wort at IOU watts output. An approximate
expression for this leas is

iCNVd

	

1'8. 
a	(8)

where Vd is in the transistor drive voltage.
The average transistor collector current is NIL,
go that the average base current is approximately
ibN/8 and tine base drive power is as given in
Eq. (8). Again, second order effects were ig-
nored. It is believed that this loss can be de-
creased as the output power is reduced.

(N) Switching losses in the chopper tranois-

	

tore. This power loss PS 
ill 	 turn on only,

since the current goes to zero as capacitor charg-
ing in completed, and this occurs before the
square wave voltage output from tine chopper
changes sign. Ilia Current drawn through the tran-
sister IN approximately a half sine wave (positive

for one transistor, negative for the other) with a
half period in cacti case of about 3.5 microseconds
(TIT . 7 sec). The switching loss was calculated
by assuming a linear switching decrease in voltage
across the transistor from Vi to zero in the
turn on time of the transistor TT. Integrating
these two together over 'the transistor switching
time TT, and multiplying by the chopping III
quancy f gives the power loss Pg.

	

Yy w 

m2V31LN 
1	 r1 12	(S)

IT/ 

This switching lose is unusual in thut it does not
depend on the chopping frequency I. The reason
for this is that peak value of the transistor cur-
rent wave shape with period TIT ill
proportional to f no that the factor drops out

2
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At ttae filial result.

(10) Swir0ing losuea in Lite CDVM dludeu,
'1110 diode switching lose Pl0 in negligible,
ulnae the switching time for turn on is substan-
tially leas for good diodes thou for trunsldturu.
'Ilia equation BLven fur 1-10 in 'fable 1 to nee
upper limit for the calla a' zero rise time on tine
diode Volta,

Table I listo these louses, tile equation
which charaeterires cacti loss, and s calculated
value for each lose (for an output power of 100 W)
as a percentage of the output power. Transistor
louses made up about 60 percent of the total.
Second order uffeets love list been included, since
the individual-`naba$ are small. 'File definition
of aymbolu uses in Cbe equations are shown in
Table 11, Tile values of Lite parametura nLeded for
the calculations were either determined from it

 laboratory measurement or obtained from the
manufacturer's specification. Thu values used are
given in Table 111, Tito values shown are far com-
mercially available eomponentu. Further uelection
or special development of components could bring
further reduction of losses or weight, This is
especially true of the capacitors, which make up
the bulk of the weight of tine converter.

WLth the above losses it is possiblu to write
an overall efficiency equation as follows:

1Lq
	 PL + PI + P2 . . . 1'10

If the experimental test model values are
used in the above equation, a value of 94 percent
is obtained for the overall efficiency at sit out-
put of 100 watts, Ilia measured efficiency of the
experimental model checks closely with this figure

EXPERIMEN'T'AL RESULTS

Because of tine lower frequencies normally
used in conventional d.c.-d,c, converters, the re-
verse ,junction capacitance charging louses (1-2 , p3
'Cable I) 

have 
little effect on conversion effi-

ciency, and are not nurmully treated. Because the
CDVM converter opuratos at a hijaur frequency
(70 kllz) these louses do contribute to tpa total
loss of the system. Therefore they weru experi-
wntally verified by adding extra capacitancu
across the diodes and/or transistors to simulate
larger Junction capacitance. 'File results of these
measurementa (Fig. 2) show that efficiency Is re-
duced linearly with an Increase in capatitRnea,
which demanutrates the importance oQ P.bigaing
with low Junction capacitance trdns'Se Ln^ra gr_,R
diodes.

The effect of these losses IN futtuer illus-
trated in Fig. 3 where efficiency of the experi-
mental model is shown as a function of output
power for various combinations of Junction capaci-
tance and unit capncitanco (Cu) values. `Ilia low-
est efficiencies occur for high values of Junction
capacitance and low values of Cu.. The maximum

valuu of ol'ficienry woo obtained (about 951 per-
cent) with a Cop value of 40. Cu valuva var-
ied durlcC Clio tests from 14F to 4pF with
weights and uffleloncleu at 100 watts output vor-
ylag fron .I kh/kW at SB percent to about 2 kg/kW
at 951 perecnt, respectively, Ilia tranulacur

base drive cLrcuit loss (PH 'ruble Y) is not Is-
eluded in LLIn figure, but niteat p mnte indialltaa
that -hia 1000 will lower tl p o offitionciue by
about 1 pLreeat. The experimental data slue in-
dieutLa thut the overall efficiency remnlns rela-
tively Lonstaut over a wide range of Output power,
since thu offiefacey variea only 2 percent butween
25 slid 150 watts (Ca a 4n F; tell curve Fig. 3).
Becaus0 the weight of tie =N is strongly de-
pendent Oil thL value of Cu, and since the effi-
ciency Lacreaecv with larger Vernon of Cu, it is
possible to use these tradeoffu to uptimizu a
uystem for a particular application.

For a Value or CU of 2 micrufarads the
capacitors Cl to qmike up about two thirdu
of ttae total weight, with the rest beIIng due to
transtuturu, dludeu, and utter coerponentu, Fur
the Case elan Cu is equal to 4 micrufarudu, the
Capacitor weight is five sixths of the total.
Reducing the capacitance value Cu reduces the
weight, but increueeo the losses due to capacitor
charging, Clearly, what is needed here is a
higher energy density (lighter weight) capacitor,
so that it would be puuslblo to keep the effi-
ciency high with large values of Cu, without
paying a corresponding weight penalty.

SUMMARY OF RESULT'S

An analytical and experimental investigation
of a d.c.-d.c, converter using a capacitor-diode
voltage multiplier was slide with the following
results.

1. Ten sep•rste losses were identified in
the CbVM converter.

2. Louses are a function of:

(a) Chopping frequency

(b) Capacitance size (CU)

(c) 'transistor Junction capacitance

(d) Diode Junction capacitance

(e) 'transistor forward voltage drop

(f) Diode forward voltage drop

(g) Transistor switching speed

(h) Diode switching upend

(i) The number of stages in the CDVM

(J) Output voltage and output current

(k) Chopper transistor base drive losseu

-ORIGINAL PAGE; IS
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3. - of (60 porcont) of the losses were in
the transistors,

4. The Junctioncapacitance charging from
Varied linearly with the junction capacitance.

5. It is possible to use the tradeofts to
Obtain an optimum system design for a given con-
verter application.

6. A better combination of weight and uffi-
ciency are available with voltage multiplier
d.c.-d.c. Converters than with proaently available
converters.

7. Efficiency is relatively insensitive to
output power,	

f

g . Most of the weight of the converter in in
the multiplier capacitors.

Difficult design problems are not anticipated
when tha CDVM converter is extended to a power
processing system. The input filter design should
be straightforward and have a low component weight
due to the higher chopping frequency, and the out-
put filtering should be minimal due to the filter-
ing action of the CDVM.
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TABLE 1. - UISS kUUk6E5

Loos type Formula for luau Fertl'nt â.uuu
L? IUD U

i 1N N2 +

1. CDVN eapoeitor charging F1 m
lV 2̂

1.5
luau

2. Diode reverac ,Junction F1 " 4NCDkVif .3
charging loss

3. Translator reverse ,June- F3 a 8CTEvlf 17
tiou charging loss

4. Diode forward conduction F4 - "u'L .8
louuea

5. Transiutor forward con- F5 . 2VT1Ni4 1.7
duction losses

6. Diode reverse bias d.c. F6 - 2ViiLi`N •U
leakage losses

7. Trunsistur "off" d.c. F7 -
2V iiT,DFF .3

leakage losses

B. Transistor base drive 1LNvd -1
lug s P8 =

0

y2V 4
Vi LL

t	 2

9. Transistor switebing Fy N^q̂ 4
losses IT

- n2V 1 N

L

T	 2
10. Diode switching losses

F1U
C 
^6 (T I' ) ^®

IID

Total looses 6.3%

Efficiency 94.3%
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TADig IL, - DEFINITION ON £tMOWt

CUR reverse Junction capuuitanon of py power lose duo to forward transiatur our-
diode.	 Awuumud to be ahu name for duction drape
all diode$, Y

Y 6 power luou due to reverse bias luakago of

(`1R trea$ls car "o Cf" 
Junction 

eupoel- diudeo
tsnce.	 Average value for the two
transistors, N 112 power lone duo to transistor "off" d.c.

leakage
Cu unit CDVM capacitance (valuL for

eac'a capacitor for case where 1°g trenuiutur base drive power loss

Cl - C2 - ,	 .	 . , Cry), N

P9
tranviotor switching loss

C1 ,	 ., CR CUVM capacitors, 1'

PLO
diode switching luau

P fxeyunncy, Ilz

VON
diode cunduction drug, V

ipti r^ver$e leakage current of dludue at
voltage	 2Vi Vd transintor drive voltage, V 	 -

ib load current, A Vi input voltage

iT ONN
transistor "off" d.c. leakage cur- VT.N tans Lutor average forward conduction drop,
rent, A V

N number of dLodea (also voltage mul- U chopper transistor current gain
tiplication factor)

TO
diode switching t1mC, nee

YL power luau due to CDVM capacitor
charging loss period of diode current, sacalp

N2 power lose due to reverse juctln".
TlT

period of transistor input current, see
capacitance charging of diodes

:, f transistor turn an tire, see
Y
3

power lash due Co transistor "off"
,)unction capacitance charging

Y4 power loss due to forward diode con-,
duetion drops

'RIG 0 Q^G
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TABLE ill. - PAMMETER VALULS

Paraawtor

CSR , diudo reversu bias Junction capacitaoee

CfR , LCanalntor "off" Janetien oapacitamco

VCfe diode conduction drug

V.ip, transintor forward conduction drop

iT 0FF1 translator "off" leakage current

Vd , translator drive voltage

{. clapper transistor current pain

e,r, transistor turn on tires

a S , diode switching tine

415 , period of diode current

sib„ period of eranuistor input current

N O nunler of capacitors or diudoo in CoVN

Vi , input voltage

f, operating frequency

Value

7 Ily

00 pF

1.0 V

0.8 v
L+° rA

10-15 V

lu

0.25 trace

1 0.1 wnec

2 Otte

7 wave

tl

fliC V

70 Ritz
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TRANSISTOR	 ON	 CN-2	
C4 	C2

	OUTPUT CAP. —_	 —	 i 1
TO HIGH	 ®w	 H

To
 GH	

^N°i	 ^i3

FREQ. GEN	 FREQ.	 N	 //	
14	

^2

	

Q1 . I l	 GEN.	
^^

FAST	 Q2	 CN-INS' iN 2	 C3,,' C 1	 +

SWITCHING	 r:	 =FAST	 °HIGH ENERGY	 RL
TRANSISTORS_''V li v °V21	 SWITCHING DENSITY CAP.

DIODES

Figure 1. - Transformless capacitor diode voltage multiplier
DC - DC converter, Either Vi i or V21 can be zero or
chosen arbitrarily within component ratings,

N
M
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1
W

94

90 CAPACITY
z rACROSS DIODE
w

LL E6
CAPACITY ACROSS

w COLLECTOR-EMITTER
OF CHOPPER TRANSISTOR

82 0 200	 400	 600	 800	 1000	 1200

ADDED CAPACITANCE, PF

Figure 2, - Efficiency versus added capacity,
Output power, 60 watts. 	 Cu - 1 uF
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DIODE Cu
JUNCTION CAPACI-
CAPACI- TANCE,

TANCE PF

o	 LOW 4
o	 LOW 3
q 	 LOW 2
q 	 LOW I
o	 HIGH 1
0	 HIGH 1 1500 PF ADDED

ACROSS CHOPPER
TRANSISTOR

961

a't 92

r
U
w 88
U
L%
LLW

84

U	 40	 60	 80	 100	 120	 140	 16
OUTPUT POWER, W

Figure 3, - Efficiency versus output power. High capac-
ity diodes, 25 PF; low capacity diodes, 7 PF.
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